
Monogram Pin Cushion
by Kathy Schmitz

SUPPLIES:

10” circle (body fabric)

6” square Moda Crackle Wheat (embroidery background)

2 1/2” x 12” strip (ruffle)

Ground walnut shells for stuffingGround walnut shells for stuffing

2” light cardboard circle (a cereal box works well)

Black embroidery floss

4” circle light batting

Scrap of fabric or batting

Trace a 4” circle onto the center of the 6” square of the Crackle fabric.

Trace the wreath pattern and your monogram in the center of the drawn 4” circle.

Embroider the wreath and monogram using 2 strands of black floss.Embroider the wreath and monogram using 2 strands of black floss.

  The leaves of the wreath are lazy daisy stitches.  The circle of the wreath and the letter outlines
   are stitched using a stem stitch.  The details inside of the letters are chain stitches.  The 
  accents on the letters are 2 lazy daisy stitches and a French knot.

Once the embroidery is finished press well.  Cut out the circle along the drawn line.

Baste around the edge of the batting circle.  Slip this over the 2” cardboard circle.  Pull the basting to

gather snuggly over the cardboard and tie off.

Baste around the edge of the monogrammed circle and center the design over the 2” cardboard andBaste around the edge of the monogrammed circle and center the design over the 2” cardboard and

batting circle.  Gather and tie off.

Fold one of the short ends of the 2 1/2” x 12” ruffle fabric under 1/4” and press.  Now fold the piece

in half lengthwise, wrong sides together and press.  Baste, close to the raw edges, along the entire

length starting with the end that isn’t folded under and stopping just before the 1/4” fold.  Pull the

basting stitches and bring the ends together forming a circle.  Slip the raw end into the folded end

to hide the raw edges.  Adjust the gathering as needed (place the monogrammed circle on top) and tie off.

Stitch the ruffle to the bottom of the monogrammed circle.Stitch the ruffle to the bottom of the monogrammed circle.

Using 2 strands of heavy thread baste around the edge of the 10” circle (body fabric).  Gather the 

basting stitch to form a pouch.  Carefully fill the pouch with the ground walnut shells or a stuffing

of your choice.  I like to add a little lavender too.   Jiggle it and poke around to fill all of the nooks and 

crannies and then fill it some more.  To hold the stuffing in place slip a small scrap of fabric or 

batting inside of the pouch opening.  Once the pin cushion is stuffed, pull the basting stitches tight 

and tie them off.  Carefully stitch the ruffled monogram to the top of the cushion.

Now your pins have a happy home!Now your pins have a happy home!
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